Based on first-principles calculations and effective model analysis, we propose that the noncentrosymmetric superconductor YCoC2 in normal state is a topological semimetal. In the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), it can host two intersecting nodal rings protected by two mirror planes, respectively. One ring is composed of type-I nodes, where the two crossing bands have opposite slop sign in their dispersions. The other ring consists of both type-I and type-II nodes (the slop signs of the two bands are the same in certain direction). In the presence of SOC, the former nodal ring is gapped totally while the later one evolves into ten pairs of Weyl nodes, with two of them being type-I and eight being type-II. The type-II Weyl nodes are further classified into two kinds with different velocity matrix when described in Weyl equation near the nodes. Fermi arcs from topological surface states are observed in the surface projected energy dispersions. It is notably that YCoC2 has been reported as a superconductor with critical temperature Tc of 4.2 K. This makes it very attractive since including superconducting into topological semimetal state might result in topological superconductivity and be used to synthesize Majorana zero modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological quantum states and topological materials have attracted great interests from researchers in both fields of condensed matter physics and materials sciences. The studies on topological insulators have achieved great success. [1] [2] [3] [4] However, in recent years the research focus has been shifted towards topological semimetals/metals [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In these materials, the electronic band structure has the feature that there are energy nodes formed by band crossing close enough to the Fermi level and these bands dominate the Fermi surface so that they possess topologically nontrivial properties. These energy nodes can be classified into several classes according to their dimensionality, degeneracy and even the velocities of the involved bands in crystal momentum space around the nodes. The crossings in the Weyl and Dirac semimetals are isolated zero-dimensional (0D) nodal points [8, [10] [11] [12] , in which the conduction and valence bands cross linearly at isolated momentum k-points. The quasiparticles around the nodal points are analogy of the massless Weyl/Dirac fermions from the standard model, while they can lead to Fermi arc when the Weyl/Dirac nodes are projected onto a certain surface, which is absent for the particles of Weyl/Dirac fermions. In nodal line semimetals, the bands cross along 1D path in the momentum space [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , and the re-sulted drumhead surface states can be observed. The band crossings can also form 2D nodal surface, where each nodal point on the surface is a crossing point with linear dispersions along the surface normal direction [20] [21] [22] [23] . The topological semimetals with nodes of three-, sixand eight-fold degeneracy have also been proposed [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Most of the above topological semimetal states have been realized in specific materials [10, . For example, Weyl semimetal was initially proposed in magnetic pyrochlore iridates [10] and HgCr 2 Se 4 [28] but neither has been confirmed experimentally. The first experimentally confirmed and widely studied Weyl semimetals are nonmagnetic TaAs family, [31, 32] which was predicted by Weng et al. [29] and Huang et al. [30] . Dirac fermions has been proposed and observed in Na 3 Bi [54, 55] and Cd 3 As 2 [56] [57] [58] [59] . For nodal line semimetals, they are firstly predicted in carbon network materials with three intersecting nodal rings [13, 18] . Chain like nodal line metals have been proposed in IrF 4 with Weyl type [60] and ReO 2 with Dirac type [61] , both of which are protected by nonsymmorphic symmetries and robust against spin-orbit coupling (SOC).
Here, we propose that a noncentrosymmetric material YCoC 2 , which has been reported as a superconductor with a critical temperature of T c = 4.2 K by magnetization, resistivity, and heat capacity measurements [62] , is a topological semimetal. In the absence of SOC, it can host topological nodal line state with two intersecting nodal rings. In the presence of SOC, similar to TaAs [29] and HfC, [63] there opens band gap along the nodal lines but leads to ten pairs of Weyl points nearby the orig- The corresponding first Brillouin zone of primitive cell together with the Cartesian axes ( kx, ky and kz) and reciprocal lattice vectors (k1, k2 and k3) with relationship of kx = k3, ky = k1 − k2 and kz = k1 + k2.
inal nodal lines. The obtained ten pairs of Weyl nodes are related by time reversal and mirror symmetries. Only three of them are nonequivalent. Both type-I and type-II band dispersions are observed around these Weyl nodes. The Fermi arc surface states connecting projected Weyl points with opposite chirality have been discussed.
II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY
YCoC 2 adopts the base-centered orthorhombic lattice with space group Amm2 (No. 38). The experimental lattice constants were used in the following calculations with a=3.54Å, b=4.52Å and c=6.03Å [64] . The Y atoms occupy 2a(0, 0, 0) Wyckoff position, Co atoms occupy the 2b(0.5, 0.0, 0.3856) one and C atoms are at 4e(0.5, 0.345, 0.2086) one. The space group consists of two mirror planes M x and M y , as well as a C 2 rotation around z-axis. Fig. 1 (a) shows the unit cell of the base-centered orthorhombic lattice, which consists of two primitive cells. The corresponding first Brillouin zone (BZ) with high symmetry points and paths is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The first-principle calculations are based on the density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package [65, 66] . The projector augmented wave method is adopted [67] . The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) realization [68] is taken for the exchange-correlation potential. For all calculations, the experimental lattice structure is used. The BZ sampling is performed by using k grids with a 10 × 10 × 10 mesh within a Γ-centered sampling scheme. As the transition metal Co 3d orbitals may have notable correlation effects, we have checked the U dependence of the results by GGA+U calculations [69] (see Appendix. A). The key features are found to be qualitatively the same as the GGA calculation. 
III. IN THE ABSENCE OF SOC: TWO INTERSECTING NODAL RINGS
In the absence of SOC, YCoC 2 is a topological metal with band-crossing dispersions around the high symmetry point Z in BZ around Fermi energy as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The orbital projected bands show that the two crossing bands around Z are dominated by 3d-orbitals of Co, especially the d xy and d z 2 orbitals for the conduction and valence band, respectively. Around T point, there is an electronic pocket from another band. Therefore, there are three bands crossing Fermi level, leading to a large Fermi surface. Intensive scanning calculations in BZ show that two nodal rings exist around the Fermi energy. The two nodal rings lie in the k 3 = π and the k 1 = k 2 mirror planes, respectively. The two rings are tangent at two points on the intersection of the mirror plane, forming a X like shape, so named nodal X-ring [see Fig. 2 
(b)], as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d).
The nodal X-ring is protected by time reversal symmetry and mirror symmetries M x and M y . To see this more clearly, we constructed a k · p low-energy Hamiltonian around Z point. The symmetry here is characterized by C 2v point group, which consists of two mirror planes M x : (x, y, z) → (−x, y, z), and M y : (x, y, z) → (x, −y, z). We can construct a minimal low-energy model for the two crossing bands around Z.
where d i (k) (i = 1, 2, 3) are real functions of momentum k and the vector k is measured relative to the Z point.
The first term is proportional to the identity matrix with a real function ε 0 (k). In the absence of SOC, the timereversal symmetry operator is represented by T = K which is the complex conjugate satisfying T 2 = 1. Considering the above constraints, the Hamiltonian should satisfy the following requirements:
Eq. (2) requires that d 2 (k) is an odd function of k, while d 1,3 (k) are even functions of k. The eigenfunctions of the two crossing bands are also eigenfunctions of mirror symmetries M x and M y . The first-principles calculations show that the irreducible representations of the two crossing bands are different. Thus, the matrix representation of the two mirror operators could be σ z . Thus, up to second order, the Hamiltonian reads,
where 
which leads to another nodal ring in the k x -k z plane. Based on the k · p model, it can be proved that there is no other band crossing points in the BZ except the nodal X-ring on the two mirror planes. In general, the eigenvalues of eq. (5) take the form
To get band crossing points, both the terms (d 3 (k)) 2 and (bk x k y ) 2 should be zero. Then, the second term requires that either k x = 0 or k y = 0. Thus, the nodal points only exist on the two planes. Since the k-points here are measured from Z, the two k-planes correspond to k 3 = π and k 1 = k 2 planes, respectively. The conclusions have The 0 (k) term not only changes the shape of the nodal rings but also causes the tilt of the cone. It will not affect the existence of nodal rings. In the k 3 = π plane, a hybrid nodal line emerges when both type-I and type-II dispersions coexist. In the k 1 = k 2 plane, the nodal ring is of type-I.
After fitting the parameters, we got a 0 = 0.3651, a 1 = 0.6704, a 2 = 0.5019, a 3 = −2.0301, b = 44.1078, c 0 = 0.2203, c 1 = −2.6212, c 2 = −0.5063 and c 3 = −5.0572. The nodal X-ring states are well reproduced and agree well with the first-principles calculations.
IV. IN THE PRESENCE OF SOC: HYBRID WEYL SEMIMETAL
As discussed above, the nodal lines here is protected by mirror symmetry which is vulnerable against SOC. After considering SOC, the nodal lines may decay into Weyl points or be gapped totally into TI, depending on the strength of SOC. [29, 63] From band structure in Fig. 3(a) , we find that the band crossing points at high symmetry lines are all gapped. The topological invariants of Z 2 indices and the mirror Chern numbers of the two mirror plans have been checked to be zero. [52, 70, 71] These are consistent with the results in our database materiae [70] for the topological classification of known nonmagnetic materials. To search the possible band crossing points away from the nodal lines, we have generated atomic like Wannier functions for Y-4d, Co-3d and C-2p orbitals by using the Wannier90 package [72] . The band structures from the tight-binding model based on Wannier functions agree well with the first-principles calculations. We find that there are three kinds of nonequivalent Weyl nodes in ten pairs. All the positions and energies of the three types of Weyl nodes as listed in Table I . The chirality of each Weyl node can be determined by integrating the Berry curvature on a sphere enclosing it. The purple and green colors indicate the Weyl point with chirality of 1 and −1, respectively. It should be noted that all the ten pairs of Weyl nodes are close to the nodal ring in k 3 = π plane. The other nodal ring in k 1 = k 2 plane is gapped totally, consistent with the analysis in Ref. 63 . The relativistic Weyl fermions feature an upright Weylcone dispersion protected by the particle-hole symmetry. However, particle-hole symmetry is not fundamental in condensed matter and its absence allows the conical band crossings to be tilted. The nodal points can be classified into two types depending on the degree of tilt. For type-I Weyl points, the cone is slightly tilted and the electron and hole states are separated in energy, while for type-II Weyl nodes, the cone is completely tipped over so that the electron and hole like states coexist at the same energy. Figs. 3(c-e) show the band structures of the three nonequivalent Weyl nodes, marked as W P 1 , W P 2 and W P 3 . For W P 1 and W P 2 , the band structures along some special directions have Weyl cones tilted over as shown in Figs. 3 (c) and (d) . Thus, W P 1 and W P 2 are type-II Weyl points. The W P 3 is of type-I and its band structure only slightly tilted plotted in Fig. 3(e) .
To see the positions of these Weyl nodes clearly, it is necessary to explain the relation between Cartesian coordinates in unit ofÅ −1 and fractional coordinates in unit of three reciprocal lattice vectors. The Cartesian axes k x , k y and k z can be related with reciprocal lattice vectors by Fig. 1 (b) ). The Cartesian coordinates and energy of the three nonequivalent Weyl points are list in Table I . One can see that the WP 1 is at (0.8519, 0.1727, 0.2655), WP 2 is at (0.8250, 0.5804, 0.3265) and WP 3 is at (0.8715, 0.6826, 0.0000). Considering two mirror planes and time reversal symmetries, one gets that there are four pairs of WP 1 , four pairs of WP 2 , and two pairs of WP 3 , respectively. These Weyl points are marked as dots in Fig. 3(b) .
The surface states of a Weyl semimetal features Fermi arcs connecting the projected Weyl points of opposite chirality. We have calculated the surface state dispersions near the Weyl points with the Green's function method [73] . On the (001) surface and at the Fermi energy E F = 0.1368 eV, the four pairs of of Weyl points are projected at four dots. Each dot consists of two overlapped Weyl nodes and there are two Fermi arcs connecting it with others [See Fig. 4(a) ]. Around one projected point, the topological surface dispersions along the path marked as white line in Fig. 4 (a) are shown in Fig. 4(d) . It is clear that there is a solid cone as the surface projection of Weyl node and two surface states connecting it. Similar electronic features are observed for WP 2 in Figs. 4 (b) and (e). For WP 3 , on the (110) surface ( k xk y plane), the two pairs of Weyl points are projected at four different points. Thus, it is obvious that Fermi arcs connect projections of opposite Weyl nodes in Figs. 4 (c) and (f).
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, based on first-principles calculations and effective model analysis, we propose that a noncentrosymmetric material YCoC 2 is an interesting topological material. In the absence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), it can host a three-dimensional nodal X-ring metal state, consisting of two intersecting nodal loops in two mirror planes (k 1 = k 2 and k 3 = π). After carefully scanning the dispersions in the two planes, we found that the nodal loop in k 1 = k 2 is type-I, while in k 3 = π plane, the band dispersion consist of both type-I and type-II band crossings which leads to a hybrid nodal loop. In the presence of SOC, the nodal loop in k 1 = k 2 plane was gapped totally while the nodal loop in k 3 = π plane evolves into Weyl points. There are ten pairs of Weyl points in the first Brillouin zone labeled as three nonequivalent points and connected by mirror and time , with four pairs of type-I and six pairs of type-II Weyl nodes. Fermi arc surface states are observed both on (001) and (100) sur- faces. This material offers a convenient platform to explore the intriguing physics of nodal X-ring and coexistence of type-I and type-II Weyl fermions. The reported superconductivity with T c =4.2 K in YCoC 2 makes it attractive in realizing topological superconductivity and Majorana modes. Since YCoC 2 is a transition metal compound, and the low energy physics is dominated by Co-3d orbitals (See Fig. A1 ), there could be strong electron-electron correlation effects from Co-3d orbitals. Here, we use GGA+U +SOC method to calculate the band structure of YCoC 2 from U = 0 to U = 4 eV. We find that lowenergy bands around Fermi level are not sensitive to the U correction (see Fig. A2 for results with U = 1 eV,
FIG. A2.
Effects of Hubbard U correction. The GGA+U +SOC band structure of YCoC2 for U = 1 eV, U = 2 eV, U = 3 eV and U = 4 eV, showing the same qualitative features with GGA+SOC result. U = 2 eV, U = 3 eV and U = 4 eV). The first-principles results show qualitatively the same features, and band inversion is maintained, concluding that it is a robust topological Weyl semimetal.
